Agner Fog:
Meta-analysis of published cultural variables shows reproducible
super-factors
Many studies of cultural differences have resulted in apparently new cultural factors that got new names for
every new study. A meta-study of 31 published studies shows that the factor analysis results of the different
studies are more similar than previously recognized, but rotated differently. Factor rotation has obscured
similarities between different studies. The unrotated solutions have one super-factor in common, reflecting
the combined effects of economic, technological, institutional, social, cultural, and psychological effects that
are strongly correlated with each other. These correlations were predicted from the so-called regality theory,
based on evolutionary psychology. A second common factor (not predicted) reflects East-West differences.
The dominating super-factor is positively correlated with power distance, collectivism, conservatism,
religiosity, regality, and tightness; and negatively correlated with development, individualism, secular values,
emancipative values, egalitarianism, and sociosexuality.
The fact that different variables and different sectors of society have been following parallel trajectories in the
past does not mean that they will continue to develop in the same direction. For example, we have seen a
recent backlash in democracy in many countries despite economic progress. This divergence can be explained
by psychological reactions to scare-mongering and inequality.
The theoretical findings are useful for future cross-cultural studies. These findings are based on regality
theory, which will be briefly explained.

Agner Fog:

Meta-analysis of published cultural variables shows reproducible
super-factors
1.

We have a chaos of cultural variables with confusing
names

2.

Many cultural variables are strongly correlated

3.

Two meta-factors are reproducible among cross-cultural
studies

4.

Factor rotation has obscured similarities between
different studies

5.

These results were predicted by regality theory – a new
theory based on evolutionary psychology

Researchers keep inventing new confusing names for
cultural variables.
This is partially due to statistical artefacts, as we shall see.

• A 2014 study (Maleki & de Jong) divided cultural variables into nine
clusters.
• I decided to test if their result was reproducible.
• A meta-study with two independent groups of cultural studies. No
overlap in authors or data sources between the two groups.
• Many cultural variables were strongly correlated with each other.
• The two groups of studies had two strong factors in common.
• Nine clusters are too much, but two clusters or common factors are
reproducible among studies.

Correlation between meta-factors of the two groups of studies:
G1

G2

G3

G4

F1

0.75***

0.57**

-0.15

0.34

F2

0.03

-0.08

0.80***

-0.16

F3

0.41*

0.18

-0.17

0.54**

F4

0.05

-0.30

-0.07

0.09

*** p < 0.001

Country maps from the two groups of studies

Rich North European welfare states are in one end while poor and war-torn countries are
in the opposite end.
The super-factor is positively correlated with power distance, collectivism, conservatism,
religiosity, and tightness. Negatively correlated with development, individualism, secular
values, emancipative values, egalitarianism, and sociosexuality.

Other cultural maps are similar, but rotated differently

Schwartz et al. 2006

Stankov et al. 2014

Different types of societies

Peaceful

Warlike

Regality theory
• Societies in war or collective danger can overcome the collective action
problem by supporting a strong leader who can punish free riders and
reward brave warriors.
• A strong leader in this situation benefits everybody. Does not require
group selection.
• A strong leader in a peaceful environment can be a despotic tyrant.
• We have evolved a flexible psychology that makes us prefer a strong
leader only in case of collective danger.
• This affects many aspects of culture.
• Cultural dimension from “regal” (authoritarian) to “kungic”
(egalitarian) depending on the level of collective danger.

Regal vs. kungic dimension is predicted to
correlate with many cultural variables:
Predictions for regal cultures:
•
War
•
Hierarchy
•
Dictatorship
•
Collectivism
•
Strict religion
•
Xenophobia

Predictions for kungic cultures:
•
Peace
•
Democracy
•
Rich economy
•
High development
•
Tolerance

This theory explains the super-factor with poor and war-torn countries
in the regal end and rich, developed welfare states in the kungic end.

Take-home message
• Almost everything is correlated with the super factor.
• Factor rotation makes every result look new and different.
Don’t rotate factor results if there is a dominating factor
• You can confirm or disconfirm almost any hypothesis, depending
on what confounding factors you control for.
• While many variables have developed in parallel for a long time,
they may not continue to follow the same direction.

www.regality.info
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